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A Landmark Year Gone By;
Another One Ready to Roll
In the financial year gone so far, we have witnessed many
highs – highest production and sales, market share gains,
benchmark growth, and profitability. Our perseverance
and passion to achieve all commitments for rest of the
financial year will help us move forward with great gusto
and set new records for ourselves.
Our aspiration is to be a global, innovation-driven
organization of repute and we have constantly strived for
strategic alliances that take us to uncharted terrains of
growth and reach.
In year 2018, we have made two successful collaborations
with the finest companies of their fields. I am sure these
new collaborations present great opportunity to learn
from the best of the world and embrace their best
practices in our own organization’s ecosystem. I am
personally looking forward to partaking in this journey
with all our partners and my fellow Escortians.
I, along with our senior leadership, acknowledge all
the improvement areas suggested by our customers,
partners, shareholders, and all our employees. We are
aware of the distance to be covered, and therefore, our
priorities will be customer centricity, building quality
culture, and creating a vibrant and employee-friendly
work ecosystem.
With the dawn of the New Year, we should once again
reflect upon our collective responsibility as a growing
organization – serving the nation with the best that we
can make, and the best that we can bring from the world.

A

s Escorts bids goodbye to one of its landmark years, I
take this opportunity to embrace our late Chairman’s
blessings and wish you and your loved ones a very
Happy New Year!
During the year, we saw our hard work result in the
achievement of several important milestones to position
Escorts Group for the future. These milestones represent
significant progress in building our earnings streams,
strengthening our capabilities and executing our strategy
and planning.

I would like to thank all our partners and employees
for their untiring spirit and commitment which made
2018 a truly significant year in more ways than one. I
sincerely hope we will continue to work together to
become a globally-aspired brand and a more sustainable
organization each day.
Have a happy, healthy, and successful 2019!
Nikhil Nanda
Chairman & Managing Director
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COVER STORY
Escorts, Kubota join hands for Global Leadership

O

ver the years, Escorts has demonstrated tremendous
grit and commitment in delivering on its promises
to stakeholders. We have not just delivered strong
business performance, but our aspiration to be a global
organization of repute and leadership has kept on inspiring
us to look for strategic alliances for growth and global reach.
In yet another stepping stone towards global leadership,
Escorts has joined hands with Kubota Corporation, Japan’s
biggest and world’s leading tractor manufacturer, for
the joint manufacturing and marketing of high-end and
value-oriented utility tractors for domestic and export
geographies. The JV will leverage leading Japanese
technology from Kubota and Indian engineering excellence
of Escorts to cater to an expanding market for higher
efficiency, value-oriented utility tractors for a global
leadership position.
The agreement on the joint venture was signed by Mr. Nikhil
Nanda, Chairman and Managing Director, Escorts Limited,
and Mr. Masatoshi Kimata, President and Representative
Director, Kubota Corporation, Japan.
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Leader Speak
“Escorts is evolving into a global organization
through strategic technology & manufacturing
collaborations. Our global Joint Venture with Kubota
is aimed at a technology led collaborative growth
in domestic and export markets. With our inherent
strengths, distribution and engineering benchmarks,
together, we will access global opportunity markets
and undertake a journey to global leadership.”
Nikhil Nanda
Chairman and Managing Director
Escorts Limited

COVER STORY
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Leader Speak
“We are excited to announce our partnership with
Escorts Group. Escorts has a strong technology legacy and
diversified portfolio in agriculture equipment solutions
market and Kubota has a proven global technology
and together we will cater to India and other growing
economies which require high-end technology and new
age tractors for growing demands of highly mechanized
farming. Kubota and Escorts, together, with their
leadership in respective geographies will consolidate
strengths and technology & innovation excellence to
emerge as a global leader.”
Masatoshi Kimata
President and Representative Director
Kubota Corporation, Japan

Kubota Corporation brings enormous brand value
and unparalleled technological competence with it,
which has made it one of the most sought-after names
in agriculture the world over. With our deep roots in
Indian agriculture and well-rounded understanding of
the customer’s challenges and discerning needs, Escorts’
experience and knowledge will prove to be an extremely
valuable proposition in this collaboration.
The companies will aim at garnering strong domestic and
exports market share by jointly developing new products
to cater to India and overseas markets. This will be made
possible by establishing a new common manufacturing
with initial capacity of fifty thousand tractors, thereby
increasing our overall capacity to more than one lakh and
seventy thousand tractors a year.

Complementing Mutual Growth

The tractors manufactured in the JV facility will be sold
by both companies, respectively through their separate
channel network in the domestic market. As Kubota
opens its global channel for Escorts' products and brings
with them lessons on global market supremacy, we
will have a larger international playing field, offering us
tremendous opportunity to grow our International Business
exponentially.

To be known as Escorts Kubota India Private Limited, this new
company will be another stepping stone in our efforts towards
international market leadership and national domination.

Both the companies will also share their technology
platforms for mutual growth, as well as technology and
process excellence integration. n
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PRODUCT FEATURE
Powertrac introduces its first Four-Wheel Drive Tractor –
Euro 45 Plus

P

owertrac, India’s Number One fuelefficient tractor brand, has been
known for its most fuel-efficient
technology and low maintenance.
However, with the launch of the hugely
successful EURO Series, the perception
towards the brand is going through a
paradigm shift.
Power, style and comfort have added a
new dimension to the brand attributes.
What was now missing in the product
portfolio was the Four-Wheel Drive, which
other brands are offering and have found
ready acceptance. It also helps in giving
technology edge to the brands.
Against this backdrop, Powertrac recently
introduced EURO 45 Plus 4x4 as the first
ever Four-Wheel drive tractor that gets
added to its product line.
The new EURO 45 PLUS 4x4 is a tractor
that will catapult the brand into a
new territory. It has been specially
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engineered for multi-utility crossover
segment of 45-50 HP in India for
paddy-dominated areas and other
agri/non-agri applications. Currently,
it is introduced in markets like Andhra
Pradesh, Telangana, West Bengal,
Odisha, and Chhattisgarh. However,
opportunity lies in other markets
as well.
‘Chaaron Pahiye Karein Kaam – Taaqat,
Suraksha, Gati, Araam’ aptly captures
what the new leading technology
offers; and how it scores over traditional
Two-Wheel Drive tractors by providing
ease in puddling, less chances of tractor
getting stuck in the field, greater
speed, and increased safety in tractor
operations. The powerful 47 HP engine
actually delivers even more power
under Four-Wheel Drive mode, thus
giving more traction and ability to run
high-end implements like Rotopuddler,
Rotavator, 2 Bottom MB Plough and 11
tyne Cultivator.

By virtue of its optimal weight, it has less
chances of sinking in the mud during
puddling. Increased ground clearance
helps in crossing bunds without damage
or risk. This powerful Powertrac engine
is a rare combination of high torque and
fuel efficiency. Further increased by faster
response time on turns and tough patches
thanks to 8+8 Shuttle-Frequent movement
in forward and reverse directions.
Add to it features like deep-lug tyres,
power steering, shorter turning radius,
premium looks and an 8F+8R constant
mesh transmission for smoother gear
change, European style and comfort, and
it becomes not just the first 4WD tractor
from Powertrac, but is bound
to become the first choice for the
discerning customer.
It is gaining acceptance fast in the market
and the demand has already started
pouring in. We are sure that over a period
of time it will help in giving technology
edge to our brand, Powertrac. n
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This column is our small way of saying “Thank You” to dealers who are doing some exceptional work
for Escorts. Through this platform, we intend to recognize their passion and commitment to taking us
closer to our customers.

Farmtrac Star Dealer
Satguru Tractors, Hissar (Haryana)

I

n just about 1.5 years, Satguru Tractors
has established itself as one of the
most promising new dealerships
of Escorts. When they entered this
partnership in 2017, the existing dealer
in the region held a 14.6% market
share. However, within no time, Satguru
proclaimed 25% of the market in the
same territory solely through their
strong business commitment and market know-how.

The dealership is headed by Mr. Surjeet Singh Rathore and
Mr. Virender Kumar, highly self-motivated businessmen,
who belong from farmer families and thus, have remarkable
knowledge of the potential and pains of agriculture. They do
not shy away from taking new initiatives to expand their reach
and are extremely well-connected with the farming community
in the region. With their persistent efforts and relentless passion
for agriculture, Satguru is committed to becoming the No. 1
dealer of Escorts in India. n

Powertrac Star Dealer
Haryana Agro, Rohtak (Haryana)

H

aryana Agro, partnering Escorts
since 2017, is one of our newest
stars on the block. Despite
being a new addition to our family,
the dealership has demonstrated
tremendous commitment towards the
business and the farming community,
at large. The fact that they have already
surpassed the highest-ever volumes of
Powertrac in Rohtak is a testimony to

their hard work and dedication to enhancing the brand’s reach
and reputation.
The dealership business is headed by Mr. Sandeep Malik who
is deeply involved in day-to-day customer interactions and
has developed Haryana Agro into an excellent role model for
sustenance and success in a weak market. The dealership has
laid out comprehensive plans to get themselves inducted into
the prestigious CMD Dealers’ Club through sheer power of
performance. n

Escorts Construction Equipment Star Dealer
Rajdoot Enterprises, Vizag (Andhra Pradesh)

O

ne of Escorts’ oldest and most
trusted partners, Rajdoot
Enterprises has been associated
with ECE since 1983, and has been
instrumental in cementing our brand
image in the state of Andhra Pradesh.
Headed by Mr. Ravindra A Kumar, a
respected businessman in the region,
the dealership holds a special place for

selling our first-ever backhoe loader in India. They are also our
highest Forklift Truck selling dealer in the country.
Rajdoot Enterprises has well-equipped offices with quality
manpower and have time and again demonstrated immense
commitment in evolving the brand’s image. Their customercentric approach to business, coupled with their continued
trust in Escorts despite witnessing some challenging times, has
made them a respected and valuable partner for us. n
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NEWS & EVENTS
Escorts Honored
with Global CEO
Award

A

t an event held by the Indian
Council of Food & Agriculture (ICFA),
the prestigious Global CEO Awards
2018 was presented to Mr. Shenu Agarwal,
Chief Executive, Escorts Agri Machinery
(S&M) and Emerging Businesses, under
the Farm Machinery Category. The honor
was conferred by Commerce Minister,
Mr. Suresh Prabhu. He was joined by Dr.
Purvi Mehta, Mr. Salil Singhal, Dr. Trilochan
Mohapatra, and Prof. Rudy Rabbinge, in
the presence of over 300 global business
leaders, diplomats, officials, and host of
other dignitaries.
The Global CEO Awards have been
instituted this year for recognizing CEOs
of the food and agri business companies
operating on global scale and who
have made the critical difference to the
organization, achieving rapid global
growth, launching new products and
technologies, expanding into new
markets, acquiring new products or
companies, seen as a role model, and
contributing to social empowerment.
Mr. Shenu Agarwal’s name is synonymous
with ‘visionary leadership’ and ‘business
turnaround’ across tractor manufacturing

houses in India. He joined Escorts as
a Graduate Engineer Trainee and has
donned several hats while growing to a
leadership position within the company.
He has played a significant role in
transforming the indigenous agri sector in
the country and establishing Escorts as an
innovation-driven thought leader in India.
He is an alumnus of NIT Kurukshetra
and Duke University, USA, with 26 years
of diverse experience. He worked in
different key positions across domestic
and international Sales and Marketing,
R&D and Product Development, as well
as Strategy and Project Management.
After his last assignment as Head of
R&D, he is currently Chief Executive of

Certifications Galore for Railway Division

I

t gives us immense pride to state
that in the year 2018, Escorts Railway
Equipment Division (RED) has got
recertified for International Railway
Industry Standard (IRIS) as per the new
standards ISO/TS 22163 (Transition of
IRIS Rev:02) for Design, Development &
Manufacturing for different types of Brake
Systems, Couplers, and other components
in our portfolio. RED is one of the very
few Indian companies to be certified
for all three capabilities, namely Design,
Development and Manufacture of all the
components in our portfolio.
The successful implementation of IRIS
Standard creates a win–win situation
for all stakeholders, from equipment
manufacturers like RED to system
integrators, operators or other railway
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Escorts Agri Machinery, driving sales
and marketing transformation for EAM,
while also creating unique growth
engines for Escorts by driving new and
emerging businesses.
Mr. Agarwal has paved a way for
business development through highend technology and exponential
marketing strategy. Under his
leadership, Escorts is moving from
agriculture machines to end-to-end
farm mechanization as a complete agri
solutions provider. With his guidance
and through new business models of
Escorts Crop Solutions, Mol Anmol and
Traxi, Escorts is leveraging its potential
in transforming lives in rural India. n

C E R T I F I C A T E
awarded to

business partners. This IRIS Certification
is not only enhancing the company’s
operational strength and structured
process to anticipate the demand of our
customers, but also demonstrates our
commitment to providing high-quality
products and services to them.
This certification has given a significant
boost to our brand image not
only for international markets but
also for the Metro segment where
car builders prefer IRIS-certified
suppliers. Additionally, we have
also been recently awarded other
certifications like ISO.14001:2015
(Environmental Management System)
and ISO.9001:2015 (Transition of
ISO.9001:2008). We, as a company,
believe that we have an immense

Escorts Limited, Railway Equipment Division
Plot no. 114-115, Sector 24
121005, Faridabad (Haryana)
India
DNV GL Business Assurance Zertifizierung & Umweltgutachter GmbH
confirms, as an IRIS Certification™ approved certification body, that the Management System of the
above organization has been assessed and found to be in accordance with the

IRIS Certification™ rules:2017
and based on
ISO/TS 22163:2017
for the activities of Design and Development and Manufacturing
for the scopes of certification: 03 (Guidance), 06 (Braking system), 16 (Vehicle linkage devices), 19
(Single railway components)
Design, Development, Manufacturing & Supply of Braking Systems, Brake Blocks, Couplers,
Dampers, Rubber Products & Rubber to Metal Bonded components including Gangway Bellow

Certificate valid from: 10/08/2018

Certificate valid until: 19/07/2021*

Current date: 28/08/2018
Certificate-Register-No: 211508-2016-AQ-IND-UNIFE

* Providing that the subsequent surveillance audits are successful before the validity date of the previous audit.
Certification body address: Schnieringshof 14, 45329 Essen, Germany
©2018 UNIFE. All rights reserved.
1/1

social responsibility to transform all
our operations to a green initiative and
provide a safe and healthy working
environment for all our employees and
hence, the EMS certification. n

NEWS & EVENTS

Prestigious Honors for Escorts Railway Equipment Division

E

scorts Railway Equipment Division
(RED) has recently been conferred
with a very prestigious award for
“Achievement in Significant Contribution
to Railways”. The award was handed over
by Mr. S.S. Khurana, Former Chairman
– Railway Board, in a forum organized
by Rail Analysis. This award has been
given to the company for its significant
contribution to Indian Railways for more
than 30 years, and for partnering the
Indian Railways in its modernization
journey in the field of Design,
Manufacturing, Supply, Installation, and
Service of critical railway products.
RED is an Indian Railways approved source
and supplier for several systems including
various types of Air Brakes Systems, for
all type of passenger coaches, freight
wagons and locomotives, Couplers for
passenger coaches and EMU/DMU and,
Suspension Systems (Hydraulic Dampers
/Shock absorbers), and various rubber

components for both passenger coaches
and locomotives.
The division also received an award for
“Achievement in Exports to Foreign
Countries” from Mr. Harish Dhingra,
Former Chief Country Representative,
Bombardier Transportation India, at the
same forum. Currently, RED is exporting
products to China, Thailand, Malaysia,
Indonesia, Myanmar, Bangladesh, Sri
Lanka, Vietnam, Egypt, Tanzania, Senegal,
Ghana, Gabon, Spain, and New Zealand

among other countries. In spite of
cutthroat competition, RED succeeded in
supplying Freight Wagon Brake Systems in
the Chinese market.
Mr. Dipankar Ghosh, Chief Executive,
Railway Equipment Division, has been
honoured by the “Rail Analysis” for
his credentials and rich experience in
full lifecycle, product development,
manufacturing operations, engineering
management, and railway technology
thought leadership besides business
development.
Mr. Ghosh also joined industry bigwigs
and key decision-makers – including
Mr. KVB Reddy, MD & CEO, L&T Metro Rail
(Hyderabad) Limited, Mr. Alain Spohr,
MD – India & South Asia, Alstom, Mr. Tilak
Raj Seth, Executive VP – Siemens Mobility
Division, Mr. Sudhir Rao, MD, Bombardier
Transportation, Mr. J.S Mundrey, President,
Rail Consult India, and Mr. Ashok Goyal,
MD, Rail Analysis – as one of the panellists
for a panel discussion organized at the Rail
Analysis Summit 2019. n
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NEWS & EVENTS
Escorts bags Communications
Honors at ET Now Awards

T

he Corporate Communications team of Escorts recently
bagged two awards at the ET Now Stars of the Industry
Awards held in New Delhi, recently. Presented by ET Now
and endorsed by World Federation of Marketing and CMO Asia,
the Stars of Industry Awards aim to recognize the best-in-class
in various organizational and individual award categories. The
winners are selected by an independent jury which includes
some of India’s most respected names in the industry. These
awards are a prestigious recognition of ‘Excellence in Branding
and Marketing’.
Escorts’ first honor was for Mr. Sharad Gupta, Group Head –
Corporate Marketing & Brand Management, for being the
‘Corporate Communications Professional of the Year’. Mr. Gupta,
a Green Belt in Lean Six Sigma, has over 20 years of experience in
the marketing and communications industry. He joined Escorts in
2014 and has since been instrumental in taking the brand to new
heights, devising unique platforms for creating awareness about
our products, services and technology, as well as our corporate
ethos on the whole.
Mr. Gupta spearheads Corporate Marketing and Brand
Communications across the company’s Agri Machinery,
Construction Equipment, Railway Equipment, and Emerging
Businesses for India & International markets; internal and external
communications and corporate affairs, PR, and media mapping
with brand equity built-up and segmentation across mainline,
digital and social media platforms.

Lanka, and Maldives. Before Xerox, he was the Group Brand Director,
Marketing Strategy team in Team Microsoft India, Wundermann
Group, across Advertising, CRM, Brand Marketing, and Strategy.
He also spent five years in Tata Information & BBDO, focused on
Brand Communications and Customer Relationship Management.

Before Escorts, Mr. Gupta had spent seven years in Xerox India as
General Manager, Head - Marketing, Corporate Communications &
Services Marketing for Xerox India across verticals and international
distribution operations including Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh, Sri

The Corporate Communications team won its second award in
the category of Marketing Communications for its work on the
launch of Escorts’ latest series of tractors and technology at the
ESCLUSIVE 2018 event. n

Award in General
Administration

M

r. Virender Pratap Singh, Group Head – Security
& Administration, Escorts Group, was recently
conferred with a special award for ‘Professional
Excellence in General Administration’. CE Worldwide,
the organizer of the event, awarded Mr. Singh for his
exceptional work in procurement, project management
and facilities management at Escorts. n
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Escorts launches new range of Construction Equipment at
Bauma CONEXPO 2018

E

scorts Construction Equipment (ECE) recently
launched three new products at Bauma
CONEXPO 2018. The new product line-up
comprized new compactor EC 5511 in 11-ton
class, new mini compactor EC 3664 in 3-ton
class and next generation Hydra Pick and
Carry Crane (PNC) Hydra NXT 13.
Additionally, Escorts exhibited an array
of other best-in-class equipment that
included Tadano-Escorts Rough
Terrain Crane CTI-500XL and Doosan
Excavator DX-225 LCB and Rock
Breaker alongside the recently
launched Hydra 13 Top Jack & TRX
15 SuperLift.

Leader Speak

“Augmenting our customer’s accessibility to
services and genuine spare parts is of utmost importance
to Escorts. We strive to expand our reach by attaining 800
touch points with authorized service centers across the
country by the end of this fiscal. Our USP is value innovation
and most competitive operating costs. We have a good reputation in
SAARC countries, Middle East, Latin America, and Africa and
export is a key driver of our overall growth strategy. We have plans
to expand our Backhoe portfolio, globally and are open to contract
manufacturing, private labelling and direct export. Escorts has been
open to joint ventures and technical collaborations to enter new
segments. We are confident that our partnerships with global players
will enable us to tap the opportunity market segments and reinforce
our leadership in construction equipment space.”

The latest addition to Escorts’
Ajay Mandahr
Compactors, EC 5511 is a new
Chief Executive - Escorts Construction Equipment
generation compactor which is designed
to give optimum compaction performance with
excellent operational efficiency. Also, on display was
the most advance Mini Compactor EC 3664 powered with
Escorts water-cooled engine. This mini compactor in 3-ton class is
the latest offering in the small compaction machine space.
In CONEXPO 2018, Escorts displayed the future of Hydra i.e. Hydra
NXT, which combines the convenience of a Hydra and the safety
aspect of TRX range at an attractive price point. This product
will address the customer demand, both corporate and retail,
who have been looking for a solution that offers higher stability,
manoeuvrability and improved load handling capabilities. Unlike
Hydra, Hydra NXT is equipped with steering wheel and the boom
is specially designed to accommodate multiple attachments viz.,
man basket, crane jib, forks, construction bucket etc.

ECE showcased the upgraded version of its existing products,
new innovative equipment alongside the products from its global
partners Tadano, Doosan and Comansa. n
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NEWS & EVENTS
Game-changing Activations light up the Festive Season

T

his year’s festive season witnessed
record-breaking sales, setting
new landmarks for Escorts Agrimachinery. Thanks to the efforts put in
by everyone at the Sales and Marketing
team, we were able to break our records
in all aspects with the highest-ever
releases, deliveries, collection, and
production in the month of October
2018, thereby turning it into GOLDEN
OCTOBER. Not just that, in the period
from April to October 2018, we achieved
highest share of market growth than any
other player in the industry.
Our Sales & Marketing team worked
proactively on some out-of-the-box ideas
which accelerated the momentum and
fired the aggression in the field. These
in-turn acted as game-changers for us. The
team, with fire in their belly and dynamic
outlook, moved forward with activations

like Halla Bol 1, Halla Bol 2, and Diwali
Milan and Mega Delivery Functions.
Halla Bol, our direct aggressive sales
approach, was based on maximum
conversions of super-hot enquiries into
deliveries. In just three days of Halla Bol
1, we were able to achieve 217% of the
commitment. During two days of Halla
Bol 2, we repeated the success with 191%
commitment achievement. Halla Bol
activations were aptly backed by our Team
Deal Desk who worked day and night to
help the field teams in closing these deals
and triggered the ‘no deal lost’ attitude. In
five days, we were able to close more than
1,100 deals through Deal Desk, only.
Diwali Milan was our softer but impactful
proposal to approach all open enquiries. As
this was executed near Diwali, prospects,
customers and influencers were personally

met, greeted and were handed over a diya
with a box of sweets. This in turn helped
in building stronger association and bond,
which further helped in conversions during
Dhanteras and Diwali.
During Dhanteras, Mega Delivery
functions were held across the country
and were graced in the presence of all
Senior Management executives from the
company. As it turned out, Dhanteras was
simply remarkable as together we did the
highest-ever numbers on a single day in
the history of Escorts.
All these activations were well-crafted
and supported by our senior leaders, who
held on to their teams with great trust and
constant motivation, galvanizing chain
activation on the ground.
The war is still on…

n

Farmtrac claims Quality Leadership with 5-year Warranty

F

armtrac, India’s leading tractor brand,
known for its world-class technology,
has announced five-year
warranty on all its utility tractors.
Farmtrac is the first Indian
tractor brand to offer a five-year

warranty. Normal warranty terms in India
are only for two years, and therefore it is a
bold statement from Farmtrac to establish
its position as a leader in technology and
quality.
Farmtrac, considered as one of the most
powerful and prestigious tractor
brands, has a history of bringing
cutting-edge technologies to
the market that are relevant
to the Indian farmers.
Recently, Farmtrac
showcased a concept
autonomous tractor
at an event in New
Delhi and the year
before that, an
all-electric tractor
concept, which is
claimed to be the
world’s first.
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Recently launched T20 Series of tractors is
another technological feat from Farmtrac.
Tractors with T20 transmissions offer
20-speeds instead of normally available
10-speeds, enabling farmers to do bigger
jobs, with up to 30% more productivity.
Farmtrac has always been a symbol
of power and pride. Addressing the
emerging needs of the customer base
of progressive farmers, the company has
invested into new technologies which are
among the world’s best. To demonstrate
confidence on the brand’s leadership
position in quality and technology,
five-year warranty will play a significant
role. With this new offering, customers
will not only get advantage of better
performance and productivity, but now
also complete peace of mind. This is in line
with Farmtrac’s brand philosophy of ‘Bada
Tractor, Badi Soch’. n
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Farmtrac displays Smart Tractors & Farming Implements at
EIMA 2018

T

he International Business team of Escorts Agri
Machinery presented its new Farmtrac range of
products ranging from 20-110 HP under the New
Escorts Tractor Series (NETS) at the EIMA 2018 (International
Agriculture and Gardening Machinery Exhibition) in Bologna,
Italy. The exhibit also included FarmPower smart farming
solutions from the stable of Escorts. The new products
are performance-inspired and come laden with advanced
technology features.
The latest addition to the NETS Series includes Compact (20 to
35HP), Utility (30 to 75HP), Narrow (60 to 90HP), CRDi and higher
HP range (80 to 110HP) tractors. The Compact series caters to
orchards and hobby farmers; Utility segment are mid-HP tractors
for both agri and commercial chores; Narrow segment is for

orchards and vineyards; and the higher HP tractors are suited to
work in commercial applications.
We also showcased FarmPower – our new venture in the farm
implements market. FarmPower implements will serve as a
solution provider as they will assist the farmers in implementing
better farm practices. FarmPower includes products which
will help during all stages of farming, from land preparation to
post-harvest. The range includes implements like cultivators,
tractor-mounted combined harvester, shredders, bailers, sprayers,
planters, mid-mowers, laser levelers, front loaders, etc.
EIMA was a huge success for Farmtrac, as we had visitors from
across the world who praised our new look machines and also our
innovative Electric Tractor concept. n
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NEWS & EVENTS (INTERNATIONAL)
Escorts celebrates International Day 2018

I

nternational Day is the day when Escorts
invites its distributors from all over the
globe to reaffirm its partnership with
them. With the help of these distributors,
Escorts lays out its plan to serve the
international markets in a better way.
In this year’s event, our International
Business team announced a new strategic
approach of 'Global Transformation Vision
2020' to strengthen our market share
across continents.
International Day 2018 marked the
unveiling of Escorts Agri Machinery’s
revolutionary autonomous tractor concept.
New verticals of EAM with the names Farm
Power and SHIP were introduced at the

event. International Day 2018 brought
together agricultural machinery experts
from all over the globe. At the event, a
keen discussion took place on various
long-term business strategies and product
strategies, and feedback on systems and
processes was collected from the partners
to take Escorts to newer heights.

•
•

On this special occasion, Escorts also
awarded its international distributors for
their exemplary work in taking our brand
to newer heights in the exports markets.
The winners were:

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Myanmar – Best Campaign for Brand
Awareness

EAM sets up International Distributor Council

T

he International Business team of Escorts Agri Machinery has
recently commenced a council comprizing its international
distributors, members of which will change on a yearly basis.
This council is set to meet bi-annually.
This year’s distributor council was benched by five members,
namely distributors from Sudan, Sri Lanka (Powertrac), France,
Argentina, and Australia. The sole purpose of this council is to set
up a channel of communication among Escorts’ distributors so that
they can regularly exchange ideas on business improvement. n
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Sudan – Best Retail Sales
Australia – New Product Application
Introduction
Argentina – Best Infrastructure as per
Escorts Guidelines
Sri Lanka (Farmtrac) – Escorts Trained
Manpower
Bangladesh (Powertrac) – Rising Star of
Escorts
Mexico – Best Customer Support
France & Belgium – Best Debut
Philippines – Best Coverage Area
Sri Lanka (Powertrac) – Youth Icon of
Escorts
Bangladesh (Farmtrac) – Best BTL
Activities
Argentina – Best ATL Activities n
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Sales Staff Training (Powertrac 45 Cross) September 2018

Escorts displays Products at France Exhibition

E

scorts’ International Business team, along with our business partner from France, participated in Salonvert Exhibition in St. Cheron.
We displayed our product range from India and Europe. The products at display were Farmtrac 680 and Compact 30 with the front
loader. It was not only the exclusive product display that caught the eyes of the visitors, it was also the specially-created demo
zone that showcased working of our tractors in real time. n

Promotional Activities Galore in
Sri Lanka

T

he Sri Lankan distributor of Powertrac range of tractors
recently conducted a promotional activity for two models,
namely Powertrac Euro 45 Cross and Euro 50.

The various modules of the activity included:
· Demonstrations: The distributor convened three
demonstrations in Dambulla, Ganewalapola, Saliyawewa to
showcase the features of these products.
· Service Camps: The distributor also organized Powertrac
Service Camps in Siyambalanduwa and Ampara and
facilitated over 26 customers.
· Marketing
Local Mechanics
Meet: A meet for local mechanics
Activities
was organized to increase awareness and enhance the
serviceability potential of these products.
– Euro
45 Cross
Propaganda
· Promotion
Propaganda
Lorry:&AsEuro
part of50
marketing
and
promotional activities, two display trucks carrying Powertrac
Euro 45 Cross and Euro 50 models made rounds throughout
the town.
· Sales Staff Training: A training session was also held to
develop soft skills and sales aptitude in the sales staff. n

Customer Mela in Rangpur

T

o engage with our distributors, and to provide a
platform to bring customers and dealers together,
Escorts Limited with the help of Bangladesh’s
Powertrac distributor recently organized a Mela and
Customer Meet in the city of Rangpur. The distributor
displayed few models of Powertrac tractors – Euro
50, Euro 55 and ALT 4000 – during the meet, which
generated a lot of curiosity amongst the attendees. The
event was a massive hit as it led to on-the-spot booking
of some units. n

Lorries -
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Escorts participates in
Philippines Agri Convention

O

ur business partner from the Philippines participated
in the popular Agri Convention where Farmtrac 690
PRO was the highlight of the show. It was displayed
as a complete unit with an attachment that enabled the
onlookers to understand the products and their functionality
in a more comprehensive manner. n

Compact Tractors Range showcased in Belgium

A

s Farmtrac is setting its footprints across Europe, our business partner from Belgium participated in DEMO GREEN in
Brussels with our Compact range of tractors. The exhibition was a super success and the product showcase has facilitated
our operations in the Belgium market. n

Escorts participates in
Madagascar International Fair

T

he International Fair in Madagascar is one of the most
important economic events in the South-West Indian
Ocean region.

The International Business team of Escorts Agri Machinery
participated in the exhibition, where our NETS and Heritage
range of tractors were put up on display. The highlight of the
show was our Compact tractor, which generated tremendous
excitement amongst the visitors at our stall.
The acting President of Madagascar also expressed his admiration
for the technology displayed at the event. n
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ETDC joins hands with ASCI for
Farm Mechanization Program

I

n order to serve the farmers and farming community of
Karnataka, the Escorts Training and Development Center in
Bengaluru has joined hands with the Agriculture Skill Council
of India. The institutions have together launched a three-day
training program on Farm Mechanization, which has already
been attended by 22 farmers.

During the program, the farmers were trained on the following
aspects:
• Introduction to farm machines and mechanized farming in India
• Advantages of mechanized farming
• Brief display of tractor, its main parts and connected implements
• Operations in field for different crops
• Safety precautions while using tractors through practical
exposure
• Basics of repair and maintenance of tractors n

“It’s our pleasure to thank the team of ETDC for
the wholehearted support and cooperation
extended to ASCI in organizing three days’
exposure visit and training program for the
farmers of Karnataka.” – Team ASCI

PO Training at Piyala Training Center

T

he Escorts Academy conducted a Part Identification skill
session for Project Officers working for both Farmtrac and
Powertrac brand of tractors. The training was conducted at
the Piyala Training Center, which has been specifically set up for
various learning and development initiatives of the company.
The session’s modules included Tractor Walkaround, FAB and
Selling Skills, Showroom Demo, Public Speaking Skills, Sales
Process & SOPs, and Tractor Driving and Operations with
implements. The participants were also given detailed knowledge
about the company, its history and milestones, as well as key
brands and products. n

PO Step-up Program

P

roject Officers of Escorts Agri Machinery play an
important role in the frontend team. For their growth and
development, the Escorts Academy recently undertook
certain new initiatives as part of the “PO Step-up 2018”
Assessment Program. The assessment primarily consisted of
a mobile quiz on the “E-Star App” which has been specifically
developed for the training of our frontend teams.
The quiz assessed participants on a variety of domains, which
will help different departments to choose POs for various step-up
roles. The topics included:
•
•
•
•

Products & Application
Sales Process & Dealer Management
Retail & Channel Finance
Communication Skills

•
•

Service & SPD Process
Business, Analytical & Computer Skills

During the assessment, last year’s challenges and feedback were
also addressed. n
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GET Batch Training at ETDC

T

he latest batch of Graduate Engineer Trainees of Escorts
underwent a training program at Escorts Training and
Development Center, Bengaluru, as part of their orientation
process. The batch consisted of over 50 GETs across R&D, Sales
and Operations functions.

The modules included a technical session on products and
implements; Campus2Corporate – a session on how to deal with
the transition from college to corporate culture; Basics of Drawing
and Root Cause Analysis. n

DSE Pilot Training

T

•

•

•

•

he Escorts Academy has introduced new initiatives in
this DSE Star Certification trainings. The various modules
included:

TAS (Task Analysis): The analysis was carried out on the
DSE and his ABM across various locations and markets. It has
helped us understand the routine tasks performed by a DSE in
tractor sales, as well as identify the gaps that existed.
Paperless training using E-Star mobile app: This included
digital pre and post-training test; digital assignments and
digital feedback by participants at the end of training.
Digital product handout: As a unique concept in the
industry, for the first time, DSEs were given handouts which
contained QR codes linked with training video contents.
DSE Dashboard on ESMS: The Escorts Sales Management
System now features a dashboard that captures the learning
and performance journey of DSEs. It will also outline DSE
Star Certification scores, E-Star App scores as well as ABM
coaching performance.

In addition to the above, the DSEs were also trained on
product FAB, selling skills, query/objection handling, WAT
demo skills, competition product differentiating, value
selling, communication, behavioral, grooming, need analysis,
negotiation, influencing, rapport-building, sales call opening &
closing, telephone etiquettes, time management, and
lead management. n

Farmers Visit at ETDC

A

group of 31 farmers from the Krishnagiri District, Tamil Nadu, recently visited ETDC along with the President of Farmers
Association of the district for a training program. The farmers were welcomed by Mr. Dhiraj Tiwary, Head – Channel Excellence,
Escorts Agri Machinery. They underwent training on operation and maintenance of tractors as well as field training attached
with different implements. n
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